Redefining IP Research, Analysis & Project Management

PatSeer is a complete professional patent research software that includes a global patent database with integrated analytics, project workflow, and collaboration capabilities.
Gridlogics is a pioneering end-to-end intellectual property solutions provider whose solutions use proprietary and cutting edge text mining and visualization capabilities to aid IP research and analysis. The company has been involved in providing specialized patent search and analysis software solutions to the Intellectual Property community over the last decade.

Gridlogics has more than 100 man-years of experience in Intellectual Property Software and has a strong in-house team of developers and engineers who understand the complexities involved in designing very large patent databases, patent management systems, and searchable index with all associated features around it. Gridlogics has two key products for patent professionals - PatSeer™ (Online Patent Research Platform) and Patent iNSIGHT Pro™ (Patent Analytics Software). Its flagship product Patent iNSIGHT Pro is a comprehensive patent research and analysis platform.
PatSeer is a world leader in searchable full-text global patent data content with integrated analytics, project workflow and collaboration capabilities.

- Web based Patent database platform with powerful analytics and an easy-to-use intuitive interface that everyone loves!
- With 43 full text authorities PatSeer has the world’s most comprehensive full-text patent collection. (More full-text collections are being added in 2017)
- World’s only hybrid search engine that allows the users to leverage all the benefits of an Publication, Simple Family, Extended Family and Application based database
- Extremely fast analytics engine that gives a boost to the user experience
- Rapid Innovation cycle that helps clients get their feedback or custom capabilities in less than 30/60 days.
- Collaboration and workflow capabilities that far exceed any other product in the market
- Many industry-first capabilities like Search Recall™, Patent Dashlets®, Full-Text Annotations and Custom Tables
PATSEER PREMIER
Zero compromise on Data Quality, Performance and Capability...

Coverage
- 62 million+ full text records of 43 countries and 109 million+ Biblio records covering 104+ countries
- PDFs, Front Page Images, Embedded Images, Mosaics, Simple/Extended Families, Bwd/Fwd Citations and more
- Updated multiple times each week with manual data quality checks

Search
- Fully featured Search Syntax with 191+ search fields
- No compromise on Search techniques – Proximity, Complex Boolean with proximity, Command line searching, Search Scripting, wildcards, Left & middle truncation, Hit count cutoff, Natural Language Search

Search Aids
- Annotate records and families using PatSeer Search Recall™
- Normalized Assignee Names & Corporate Tree for Top 3000 companies
- Looking up Matching Assignee /Inventor names
- Semantic Search Suggester
- Search History and Saved Searches
- Chemical Synonym Lookup
- IPC/US/CPC Classification Definition Search
- Term Index Lookup & Multi Language Translator
- Number Converter Wizard (for Numbers from other systems)
PATSEER PREMIER

Fast Lightweight UI designed to hide the complexity ...

Review and Analysis
- Collapse results by Simple/Extended family or by Application Number
- Multiple Result Views, Custom View, Detailed Record View, KWIC view, Hit Analysis
- Citations by Self or by Family, Co-citation analysis
- Multiple Detailed view of records can be opened in separate window tabs to allow for easy comparison
- Analyze search results via multi-dimensional (charts/column/line/pie/area/bubble/heatmap/geographical map)
- Live translator to translate all non-English claims to English.
- Key Concepts give a quick idea of key concepts covered in the record.

Exports
- Multiple Export formats including Word/Excel/CSV/XML/Patent iNSIGHT Pro format
- Charts can also be included in Word and Excel exports

Alerts
- Create weekly and monthly Search Alerts
- Setup Record Monitors to track changes to any record

Projects
- Save and analyze upto 70K records in a project
- Import your meta data from CSV/Excel files
- Leverage flags, ratings, custom fields, hierarchical categories to add context to your analysis
- Share and Collaborate project data effectively using Patent Dashlets®
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